Abstract| This paper describes an object-based video coding scheme that was proposed as part of the Texas Instruments' proposal to the emerging ISO MPEG-4 video compression standard. This technique achieves e cient compression by separating coherently moving objects from stationary background and compactly representing their shape, motion and the content. In addition to providing improved coding e ciency at very low bit rates the technique provides the ability to selectively encode, decode and manipulate individual objects in a video stream. This technique supports all the three MPEG4 functionalities that were tested in Nov '95 tests namely, improved coding e ciency, error resilience and content scalability. This paper also describes the error protection and concealment schemes that enable robust transmission of compressed video over noisy communication channels such as analog phone lines and wireless links. The noise introduced by the communication channel is characterized by both burst errors and random bit errors. Applications of this objectbased video coding technology include videoconferencing, video telephony, desktop multimedia and surveillance video.
I. Introduction V I deo is an integral part of multimedia; video conferencing, video-on-demand, broadcast digital video and HDTV are expected to have a substantial consumer market. These applications of digital video use video compression techniques to make ecient use of the available bandwidth. Existing video coding techniques such as those used in MPEG-1, MPEG-2 (ISO), H.261 (ITU) and H.263 (ITU) standards employ schemes that use intraframe coding or interframe coding techniques to achieve high compression rates. Intraframe coding treats each frame of the sequence separately, achieving compression utilizing the spatial correlation within the frame. In contrast, interframe coding, exploits temporal correlation between frames, thereby achieving even higher compression ratios.
The existing video coding standards result in a number of unacceptable artifacts such as blockiness and unnatural object motion when operated at very-lowbit-rates. Since these techniques use only the statistical dependencies in the signal at a block level and do not consider the semantic content of the video, at very-low-bit-rates (high quantization factors) artifacts are introduced at the block boundaries. Usually these block boundaries do not correspond to physical boundaries of the moving objects and hence visually annoying artifacts are introduced. Unnatural motion arises when the limited bandwidth forces the frame rate to fall below that required for smooth motion. There is hence a need for new standards that have improved coding e ciency and produce acceptable quality video at very low bit rates.
Most very low bit rate video coding standards use predictive coding techniques such as block-motion compensation is used to remove the temporal redundancies in the video signal. In addition, these techniques also use entropy coding techniques such as Hu man Codes to achieve high compression. These entropy coding techniques are typically use variable length codes. When the compressed video data is transmitted over existing communication channels such as analog phone lines, or wireless channels, it is susceptible to the errors introduced by the channel degradations. Unless suitable dealt with these errors result in loss of synchronization between the encoder and decoder and also result in a severe degradation in picture quality. The variable length codes and the predictive coding techniques used in the video compression schemes are particularly brittle to bit errors. Hence, the errors quickly propagate across the video sequence rapidly rendering the video data unusable. Figure 1 (b) shows one frame of a video sequences decoded by the H.263 in the presence of random bit error (BER 10 ?3 ) and burst errors (three bursts of 16-24ms each) . Figure 1(a) shows the same frame without the errors. As can be seen from this illustration the quality of the sequence degrades rapidly to completely unusable levels. In most real-time video communication applications retransmission is not possible due to the delay that will be introduced by the retransmission mechanism. Hence there is a de nite need for new video coding standards that are much more robust to channel degradations and provide acceptable quality video even under adverse channel conditions. Another drawback of the existing video coding standards is that they have very poor scalability properties. Scalability can be de ned as one embedded bit stream with many available rates. One of the advantages of a scalably encoded bit stream is that the encoder make optimal use of the varying channel bandwidth by extracting a subset of the bitstream to match the available channel bandwidth. In addition, in a multi-cast environment scalability is particularly useful property if the di erent receivers are connected by communication channels of widely varying channel bandwidths the encoder can achieve e cient transmission from the same coded bit stream without the need for re-encoding at di erent rates. Hence another functionality that the next generation video coding standards need to support is scalability.
Current video coding standards such as deal with video exclusively at a frame level and hence do not have the ability to encode, decode and manipulate individual objects within a video bitstream. For example, in a videoconferencing system operating over a limited bandwidth channel, the ability to spend more bits on a particular object of interest such as person talking, and less on the other parts of the scene, can optimize the utility of the system. This capability can provide important functionalities in many interactive applications including multimedia databases, videoconferencing and video authoring tools. Consider a video sequence that is coded as individual objects based on content and stored in a multimedia database. The user can then interactively query and retrieve individual objects from this compressed scheme instead of retrieving the entire frames of the video. This content manipulation is another functionality that the future video coding standards need to support.
A. The Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG), which is a part of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), is in the process of creating a new audio-visual coding standard called MPEG-4. MPEG-4 supports new ways (notably content-based) for communication, access, and manipulation of digital audio-visual data 1]. MPEG-4 will o er a exible framework and an open set of tools supporting a range of both novel and conventional functionalities 2]. In addition to providing improved coding eciency at lower bit-rates MPEG-4 is also expected to provide a number of new and useful functionalities that are not easily supported by the existing compression standards. These functionalities include improved coding e ciency, scalability, robustness in error prone environments, content-based manipulation, multimedia data access tools, ability to encode both graphics and video, and improved random access 3].
The structure of MPEG-4 will be composed of four di erent elements : syntax, tools, algorithms and proles. The syntax is an extensible description language that allows for selection, description and download-ing of tools, algorithms and pro les 4], 5]. A tool is a technique (e.g. contour representation, motion compensation etc.) that is accessible via the syntax. An algorithm is an organized collection of tools that provides one or more functionalities. A pro le is a collection of algorithms constrained in a speci c way to address a speci c application. Hence, MPEG-4 is now de ned to o er a exible syntax and an open set of tools supporting a range of both novel and conventional functionalities that extend beyond just better coding e ciency at very-low-bit-rates. MPEG-4 is also developing a exible and extensible syntactic object-oriented description language (MSDL) which will not only allow for the description of the bitstream structure but also con guration and programming of the decoder. MSDL will support the varied set of coding techniques that realize the new functionalities MPEG-4 is planning to support.
MPEG-4 issued a rst call for proposals for tools and algorithms addressing a subset of these functionalities in November 1994. The proposals were due in Oct. 1995 and the subjective evaluation of these proposals took place in the rst week of November 1995. In the rst round of tests, proposals were solicited for three representative functionalities: 1) improved coding e ciency 2) content-based scalability and 3) robustness to error prone environments. A number of audio and video test sequences were selected for testing the proposed techniques 6]. The test sequences were classi ed with respect to the complexity of the scene content, and a range of bitrates from 10 Kbps to 1 Mbps was used to code the sequences. The standard is expected to reach the Committee Draft stage by November 1997 and become an International Standard by November 1998.
B. Object-based Coding vs Block-based Coding
There has been considerable research in objectbased coding for very low bit rate video compression 7], 8], 9], 10]. These techniques achieve e cient compression by separating coherently moving objects from stationary background and compactly representing their shape, motion and the content. Some of the advantages of these approaches include a more natural and accurate rendition of the moving object motion and e cient utilization of the available bitrate by focusing on the moving objects. In addition to these compression advantages, if suitably constructed the object-based coding techniques can also support content-based functionalities such as the ability to selectively code, decode and manipulate speci c objects in a video stream. The ability to scale the bit stream at an object level can also be supported by these techniques. To elaborate, the decoder can use only part of the original coded bit stream to selectively decode a subset of the coded objects at varying quality and resolution for each individual objects. These functionalities can prove to be useful in some PC multimedia authoring tools and real time video conferencing system operating over low bandwidth channels. In light of these advantages it is expected that the object-based coders will contribute to the MPEG-4 standard.
However, traditionally most of the object-based coding techniques su er from: 1) the considerable overhead for accurately representing the shape of the moving objects results in insu cient number of bits for coding the content, and 2) the segmentation and motion estimation techniques can prove to be computationally very expensive. The more recent blockbased video compression schemes such as the ITU H.263 11] do not su er from the same drawbacks as the object-based coders. By adopting a xed blockbased partitioning of the image they avoid the need for shape coding. Some of the newer block motion compensation techniques such as overlapped block-motion compensation (OBMC) also help reduce the prediction error signi cantly. These techniques provide computationally inexpensive and e cient techniques for very low bit rate video communications. However, these new generation block-based coders su er from: 1) the use of xed block partitioning on a xed grid, results in blocking artifacts and unnatural object motion from at very low bit rates, 2) inability to support any of the content-based functionalities such as object scalability, and 3) the optimized syntax of these coders for improved coding e ciency makes them highly susceptible to channel noise.
In this paper we present a hybrid object-based video coding approach that retains the relative advantages of both the object-based and block-based coders while minimizing the drawbacks of both. By employing motion segmentation techniques to separate moving objects from stationary backgrounds the coder optimizes the bit allocation to those areas that are changing most frequently. By employing an e cient and modular syntax to represent the shape, motion and the residuals for each segmented object, the coding scheme enables us to maintain the high coding eciency at very low bit rates with reduced artifacts. This technique also provides the ability to selectively encode, decode and manipulate individual objects in a video stream and hence supports content-based func-tionalities such as object scalability and object manipulation easily. By using an e cient shape representation that is well matched with the residual coding stage the coding scheme alleviates the drawbacks of traditional object-based coders thus o ering the best of both the object-based coders and the block-based coders.
We also incorporated e cient error concealment and error correction strategies into the overall coding scheme to enable robust transmission of the compresses video data over noisy communication channels, e.g. wireless channels 12]. The error correction techniques add controlled amount of redundancy to the data to enable detection and correction of the bit errors. The error concealment techniques minimize the degradation of the picture quality by properly utilizing the correctly decoded data in masking the effects of residual errors (errors remaining after correction). The object-oriented structure of the coder and the associated syntax, enables us to contain the e ects of errors within the boundaries of each coded object and hence stop the spreading of the errors across the image sequence.
This hybrid coding scheme was proposed by Texas Instruments as a candidate for the evolving ISO MPEG-4 audio and video coding standard. This proposal performed impressively in all the three categories of tests namely 1) compression, 2) error robustness and 3) scalability. Our coder was ranked in the MPEG4 subjective tests to be 5th out of 18 proposals for compression, best-in class for error resilience and recovery, and 4th out of 9 for object scalability 13]. It out performed all the other object-based coders in the compression and robustness tests and was the only coder that supported all the three functionalities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the overall codec architecture and describes the various stages of processing in coding a video sequence. Section III describes the error correction and concealment strategies developed that enable robust transmission of the compressed bit stream over noisy channels. Section IV describes the techniques employed in building a content scalable bit stream the enables object manipulation. Section V summarizes the techniques presented in this paper and points out future directions of research.
II. Codec Architecture
The object based approach to video compression presented in this paper operates by estimating moving objects and coding compact representations of the This approach has the advantages of enabling content scalability and error robustness while providing e cient video compression for low bit rates (e.g., 10 Kbps to 112 Kbps) and potential quality enhancements at higher bit rates. Figure 2 shows the overall block diagram of our approach and also some of the typical intermediate images. The rst frame of the video sequence is coded as an Intraframe using the block-based DCT coding scheme. Subsequent frames are partially coded in a modular ve-step process described below. Residual Signal Encoding The modularity of this framework facilitates future enhancements as improved techniques are devised. Our methods for error robustness and content scalability were implemented within this framework and are described below following a characterization of the ve main steps. We illustrate these steps with examples for the \Akiyo" video data used in MPEG testing, from which two frames are reproduced in Figure 3 .
Moving Object Detection: The goal of the rst step is to segment the images in the video segment the images in the video sequence into moving objects and stationary background. Whereas block based coding approaches arbitrarily divide the image into a regular set of square regions, object based schemes ideally divide the image along object boundaries. However, it is not necessary to produce a precise segmentation of the objects to achieve gains in coding e ciency. Many techniques are relevant to moving object detection and there are many trade-o s to consider.
In our scheme, a segmentation mask is generated for the current image using image di erencing, morphology, and connected components analysis. Thus, In our scheme, the structuring element k is a circular kernel, 11 pixels in diameter. Figure 4 (a) shows examples of image regions detected as moving objects for two frames of the \Akiyo" video. This segmentation does not exactly follow the boundary between the foreground and background, but it is still a useful approximation. If the entire scene is moving or if the camera is panning, a single large region may be detected; in this case compression will still succeed as a result of subsequent steps. Alternatively, other moving object detection techniques (e.g., 18]) and global motion compensation techniques (e.g., 19]) may be incorporated to enable better performance for moving camera situations, but the advantages might be o set for some applications by considerations such as computational expense.
Shape Representation: The task of shape representation is to e ciently code the bounding contours of image regions that were produced in the moving object detection step. We experimented with two shape representation strategies.
The rst strategy calculates a bounding rectangle for each of the moving object regions and tiles the rectangles with 16x16-pixel macroblocks. A bitmap mask of the region is formed which represents macroblocks that lie inside the region with a 1 bit and blocks outside the region with a 0 bit. The algorithm then nds the most e cient representation for the mask from ve possible coding formats. Such an adaptive approach is more e cient in terms of bits-per-object than using an identical shape coding format for every object.
This block-based approach is based on the observation that the shape masks typically exhibit signi cant similarity between successive coded video frames. By keeping a record of the shape masks in the previous coded frame, the algorithm exploits the temporal similarity of the shape masks to reduce the number of bits needed to represent a given shape in the current frame.
To e ciently code the shape mask, the algorithm performs the following steps:
1. It rst searches the record of previous masks for a mask of identical shape and position. If such a mask is found, the algorithm codes the shape as simply an index to the matching mask. 2. If no such mask is found, the algorithm then searches for a previously-coded mask of identical shape but di erent position than the current mask. If such a mask is found, the algorithm codes the shape as an index to the matching mask plus a row/column o set vector of pixel resolution. 3. If no mask meeting the requirements of steps 1 or 2 is found, the algorithm searches the previouslycoded masks for the one most similar to the current mask. This mask is found by correlating the current mask with each previously-coded mask. The most similar mask will exhibit the fewest number of non-overlapping macroblocks (either missing or additional) for a given row/column oset. The algorithm then codes the current mask as a series of modi cations to the most similar previously-coded mask. Thus, the object shape is coded as an index to the most similar previous mask, a row/column o set vector, a list of the macroblocks to be dropped from the previous mask, and a list of macroblocks to be added to the previous mask.
In the best case, this shape representation will require only a single macroblock to be dropped from or added to the most similar previouslycoded mask. However, the worst case may require a large number of macroblock changes and this will thus be an ine cient shape representation. For this reason, the algorithm attempts to nd a more e cient representation via steps 4 and 5. If a more e cient representation is found, the current shape coding format is abandoned. 4. If no previous masks exist or the coding of step 3 has been abandoned, the algorithm codes the object shape as a row/column position vector, the width and height of the shape in macroblocks, and a run-length encoded shape mask. Run-length encoding will not be the most e cient representation if the shape to be coded is small or contains many transitions per mask row. For this reason, the algorithm attempts to nd a more e cient representation using step 5. 5. If step 4 has been abandoned, the algorithm codes the object shape as a row/column position vector, the width and height of the shape in macroblocks, and the bitmap of the shape mask. Thus, this algorithm chooses the most e cient of the following ve coded-shape formats:
1. Previous mask index. 2. Previous mask index and o set vector. 3. Previous mask index, o set vector, and macroblock changes (dropped and added). 4. Position vector and run-length encoded shape mask. 5. Position vector and shape mask bitmap. In transmitting a coded shape, the encoder rst sends a 3-bit tag identifying the format of the shape data to follow. The decoder reads this tag and decodes the shape data appropriately. Furthermore, the encoder and decoder both keep a record of the shape masks in the previous frame in order to decode shape formats 1, 2, and 3.
We also experimented with a spline-based shape representation strategy. In this approach the encoder detects corner points 20] along the contours and sends these to the decoder using a di erential coding technique; the coder and decoder both approximate the contour by tting Catmull-Romm splines to the corner points, so that the coder and decoder agree precisely.
We found that the spline-based shape representation is more accurate but consumes more bandwidth than the block-based representation. Hence a trade-o can be made between accuracy of representation and bandwidth, depending on the application. In general, if the automatic motion segmentation strategy does not result in pixel-accurate boundaries of the moving object, there is no need to apply an accurate shape representation such as Catmull-Romm splines and a block-level representation will su ce. However, if the segmentation is performed o -line using more precise techniques such as blue-screening, this representation can prove to be very useful.
Motion Estimation: At this point the goal is to remove temporal redundancies of the video signal. Motion estimation is used to predict the contents of segmented regions from the previous images. We use a block based motion estimation technique. For each 16 x 16 block that lies inside a moving object, the algorithm searches to nd a corresponding location in the previous frame such that the sum of absolute differences between the current and previous blocks is a minimum. To obtain a good match the search is conducted at half-pixel resolution, similar to the motion estimation strategy of H.263. The motion vector corresponding to the location that produces the minimum error is then e ciently encoded. We also incorporated the advanced prediction mode using optional 8 x 8 or 16 x 16 motion vectors and the overlapped motion compensation technique from H.263. 21] Motion Failure Region Detection: After motion estimation, a signi cant amount of residual information remains in some areas of the image where motion compensation alone was inadequate, e.g., as may occur in areas of rapid change. The goal of motion failure region detection is to identify these areas. This is accomplished by performing a second-pass motion segmentation between the compensated image and the current image, which is essentially the same procedure used in the moving object detection step. Examples of motion failure regions detected in the \Akiyo" video are shown in Figure 4(b) . The regions isolated in this step are marked as areas of motion failure, and their shapes are encoded in combination with the previous shape representations.
Residual Signal Encoding: The goal of this nal step is to encode the residual information in the motion failure regions. The decoder uses this information (i.e. di erences between the current and the compensated images) to correct for errors of motion estimation. Our coder has the ability to integrate two di erent kinds of waveform coding techniques 1) DCT and 2) Wavelets. This demonstrates the modular nature of the object-based video coding scheme. The DCT and wavelet approaches described here are also used for INTRA coding, where the entire frame was coded rather than the motion failure region.
In the DCT approach, the pixels in the motion failure region are rst transformed using 8x8 DCT. The DCT coe cients are scalar quantized, run-length encoded in a zig-zag fashion and then Hu man coded (similar to H.263). To take the advantage of only coding the segmented regions in the OBVC system, a region-based wavelet coding technique is proposed. The wavelet coding approach consists of a wavelet decomposition of the entire error image (3-level decomposition for the chrominance, 4-level decomposition for luminance) followed by zerotree quantization and arithmetic coding. Instead of sending wavelet information for the entire frame, we code only those wavelet coe cients which correspond to selected regions (i.e. motion failure regions). A regions of interest map speci es which 16x16 macroblocks contain pixels to be residual encoded. Due to the multiresolution nature of the wavelet transform, these subregions of coe cients can be obtained by downsampling the map at each decomposition level, as shown in Figure  5 . This eliminates the bits needed to encode wavelet information corresponding to pixel locations outside of the regions of interest (where the coe cients are generally insigni cant).
In our implementation, a (6,2) tap biorthogonal lter pair is used for the decomposition. This lter (referred to as lter #5 in the paper 22] can be implemented with integer coe cients using a scaling factor. The embedded zerotree quantization and arithmetic coding introduced by Shapiro 23 ] is adapted to code the coe cients within the regions of interest. The zerotree procedure consists of repeated dominant and subordinate passes, each relative to a particular quantization threshold which decreases for each dominant pass. This repeated encoding process will be terminated either (1)a predetermined bit budget for the frame has been reached or (2)the stopping quantization threshold has been reached. We obtained the best results by keeping the stopping quantization threshold (threshold of the last dominant pass) constant for all residual coding. This keeps the encoding quality fairly constant between frames. This is similar to using a xed Q or quantization factor in DCT-based schemes. Image areas outside of the regions of interest are set to zero before decomposition and after reconstruction to reduce any smearing e ects from the noncoded regions. Informal subjective tests have shown that the wavelet coding approach is preferred for the lower range of bitrates (e.g. 10kb/s) while DCT is preferred for the higher bit rate range.
III. Error Resilience
This section describes the error protection and concealment techniques that enable robust transmission of the compressed bit stream over noisy communication channels such as analog phone lines and wireless links. The noise introduced by the communication channel is characterized by both burst errors and random bit errors. In the past few years, various approaches have been proposed to combat the cell-loss problem in Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) based as well as other coding systems 24]. One popular method is to exploit the insensitivity of the human visual system to the high-frequency component of video signals by using layered coding 25] 26] 27]. With such schemes, the low-frequency coe cients and other more important information (such as coding modes and motion vectors) are transmitted with a higher level of priority and protection than for the less important high-frequency components. To limit error propagation in coders using motion compensated prediction, studies have also been made on how to perform motion compensation only over the lowfrequency components, such that discarding the highfrequency components does not cause error propagation 28]. Leaky prediction which reduces the e ect of previously corrupted frames to the current frame by attenuating the prediction results by a leakage factor has also been investigated 27]. With these hierarchical transmission schemes, the low-priority, highfrequency components can be simply replaced by zeros if they are lost. The resulting image, though blurred, is still acceptable. These techniques are well suited in an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) environments, where it is possible to have di erent levels of priority for the packets. However, this may not be possible over channels such as existing analog phone lines or wireless networks where it may be di cult, if not impossible, to prioritize the data being transmitted. Hence, it becomes necessary to resort to error protection and error concealment techniques to mitigate the e ects of channel errors.
A. Error Protection
In order to protect the compressed video data from channel errors we use an error control code to correct and detect errors. This code introduces a controlled amount of redundancy that enables error detection and correction. The scheme comprises two Reed-Solomon (RS) coders with an interleaver in between. Most block codes (like RS codes) are random error correcting codes and are not capable of correcting burst errors. The interleaver is used to combat the e ect of burst errors in the channel. It mixes up the symbols from several code words so that the symbols from any given code word are well separated during transmission. When the code words are reconstructed by the deinterleaver, error bursts introduced by the channel are broken up and spread across several code words. The interleaver/deinterleaver pair thus creates an e ectively random channel. We used a cross-interleaver in our design of the error control code. The architecture of the error control scheme is similar to that used in the audio CD 29] .
The RS coders used are over the GF(64) (Galois Field). The compressed video data is input to the RS coder C 2 which maps k, m?bit (m = 6, in the case of GF(64)) input symbols (words) : fm 0 ; m 1 ; : : : ; m k?1 g onto n 2 , m-bit words : fc 0 ; c 1 ; : : : ; c n 2 ?1 g. The output of C 2 is input to the cross interleaver before being encoded by the C 1 RS coder. The cross interleaver introduces a delay of (i ? 1)D words for the code word c i (we set D = 1). C 1 encodes n 2 , m-bit words into n 1 output symbols : fd 0 ; d 1 ; : : : ; d n 1 ?1 g which are then transmitted over the channel. Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the coder architecture. The decoder is a mirror image of the coder and comprises of a RS decoder C 1 followed by a cross deinterleaver and a C 2 decoder. Figure 7 shows the decoder architecture.
We used the above error-correction scheme for 2 bitrates of video tra c : 24Kbps and 48Kbps. In the former case, we chose (k; n 2 ; n 1 ) = (27, 31, 34) . Note that for this design choice the average delay introduced However, we chose to decode erasures only owing to the small probability of a C 1 decoder error (error which is not detectable). Whenever the number of erasures is greater than (n 2 ? k) it outputs k symbols with the erasures substituted by an arbitrary GF(64) word. This technique performs better in the decoding of the video data than the case when the C 2 decoder outputs k erased symbols.
In the second case we choose (k; n 2 ; n 1 ) = (38,43,48). Once again, the average delay introduced by the cross-interleaver is less than 250msec. The decoder is similar to the one described earlier except for the C 1 decoder. In this case, the C 1 decoder is chosen to correct all single and double-error patterns and detect all other higher weight error patterns which result in a decoder failure. The C 2 decoder is designed to correct s erasures, where s (n 2 ? k).
The performance of this error-correcting technique can be further improved by a computationally inexpensive modi cation described below. the decoding.
We use feedback from the RS decoder C 1 to C 2 to improve the error-correcting capability of C 2 , which, in turn, improves the overall performance. More specifically, let us assume that the decoder C 2 corrects e 2 errors and detects t 2 errors where e 2 + t 2 < d 2 with d 2 being the minimum distance for the the decoder C 2 . Let C 1 be capable of correcting s 2 erasures in any given block of n 2 symbols. Further assume that at time T, C 2 detects x errors in the input block of n 1 symbols (B, say) of n 1 , m?bit symbols, where x > e 2 , thereby leading to a decoding failure. Hence, C 2 outputs n 2 erased symbols as was mentioned earlier. We modify the decoder here by storing the n 1 input symbols to C 2 and the time instant at which the decoding failure occurred (namely, T) in a bu er M. The output of C 2 is used as input by the cross-interleaver which spreads out the erased symbols over the next Hence, decoding with feedback, in the worst case situation , performs as well as a decoder without feedback. In general, the probability of an uncorrected channel error can reduce by up to a factor of 2. Note that the overall codec delay may be increased due to the feedback.
B. Error Concealment
Although the above error protection scheme is e ective in removing most of the errors introduced by the channel, it is not possible to remove all error patterns. Moreover, a better error protection scheme (that is, one with a lower probability of an uncorrectable error) can be designed only at the expense of an increased bitrate. Since the primary objective is compression, it is clearly not a pragmatic approach to search for such a protection scheme. Hence, it becomes necessary to resort to other techniques which will be able to detect these uncorrectable channel errors (which we will call residual errors) and prevent a serious degradation of picture quality. These error concealment techniques detect when a bit stream is in error, resynchronize and use the correctly decoded data to minimize the e ect of the erroneous data.
As was mentioned earlier, one of the most severe effects that can result from errors in compressed video data is that of the decoder losing synchronization with the encoder. To enable the decoder to regain synchronization, we introduce resynchronization (resynch) words into the bitstream. These resynch words are characterized by the fact that they are unique and no valid bit-sequence in the compressed video data can be the same as them. They are introduced at the end of each of the following for every detected moving object in a frame:
1. The shape data (the data that describes the shape of a moving object), 2. the motion vector data (the data describes the motion of the given object and 3. the DCT data (the data that encodes the differences, if any, between the motion compensated object and the actual object). Once the decoder detects an error in the received bitstream, it tries to nd the nearest resynch word and re-establishes synchronization with minimal loss of coded data. An error is detected at the decoder if 1. an invalid codeword is found, 2. an invalid mode is found in the syntax, 3. the resynch word does not follow a decoded block of data, 4. a motion vector points outside the image, 5. a decoded DCT coe cient value lies outside permissible limits or 6. the shape information is found to be invalid. Upon detection of an error and subsequent resynchronization, the decoder attempts to minimize the e ect of the error on the picture quality. If an error is detected in the shape data, then the the moving object corresponding to this shape description is dropped and is made a part of the background. This exploits the temporal correlation present in the video sequence. If an error is detected in the motion vector data, then the mean motion vector for the object (which is also transmitted as part of the bitstream) is applied to the entire object. Here we have exploited the spatial correlation in a given frame. If the error detected is in the DCT data, then all the DCT coecients for that object are set to zero and the decoder attempts to resynch at the earliest possible. This prevents serious picture quality degradation because the DCT coe cients are usually zero or very small in magnitude. These concealment strategies prove to very effective in combating the residual errors and maintaining adequate picture quality. In summary, we nd that in addition to providing good quality video at very low bit rates, the Object-based video compression techniques also make graceful error concealment possible due to the object-oriented structuring of the coded bitstream and the associated syntax.
The MPEG-4 error robustness tests consisted of two kinds of tests 1) resilience and 2) recovery. The resilience tests required the coded video bitstream to be subjected to three di erent kinds of error conditions: random errors, short burst errors and a combination of both. The random errors are iid with the probability of a bit-error = 1:0e ?3 . The burst error conditions consist of three short bursts. The duration of each uniformly distributed between 16msec and 24msec. It is further characterized by a probability of bit-error = 0.5. Moreover, any 2 bursts are a minimum of 2 seconds apart. It is also assumed that the rst 1.5 seconds of the bitstream is transmitted without any channel error. The recovery tests consisted of subjecting the coded bitstream to a long burst of 2 seconds duration. These error conditions are used to typify wireless communication channels. The test data was divided into di erent classes based on the complexity of the test material. There are four video test sequences with low spatial detail and low motion (Class A sequences) and four video sequences of medium spatial detail and low motion or vice versa (Class B sequences). The Class A sequences are coded at 24Kbps including the overhead for protection. The Class B sequences are coded at 48 Kbps. The duration of each sequence is ten seconds. The proposals had to demonstrate the coder performance on all the sequences in a particular class. The evaluation stage consisted of Our proposal competed in both the resilience and recovery tests for Class A and Class B sequences. Our proposal was ranked as best in class in Class B sequences and second best in Class A sequences for both resilience and recovery tests. The error-protection scheme was able to correct most of the channel errors. The residual errors are detected by the concealment strategy and the loss of picture quality is minimized. Figure 8 (a) shows a typical frame of one of the Class A test sequences called Akiyo. Figure 8(b) shows the same frame upon decoding a corrupted bitstream. There are residual errors in this frame but the e ect of the these errors is minimized and localized to speci c locations in the image. Figure 9 shows the PSNR (Y) values of all the 100 coded frames (ten seconds of video coded at 10 frames/sec) in this sequence with and without channel errors. Notice that the PSNR(Y) value drops in the middle of the sequence due to residual errors. However, the coding and concealment 
IV. Content Scalability
Content scalability refers to the property of a compressed video bitstream that can have a subset of the encoded information removed, for example all of the objects representing a particular person, and the remaining bitstream will still decode correctly. In the context of MPEG-4 Object Scalability refers to the ability of a coder to selectively encode/decode speci c objects within a video sequence and achieving a lower bit rate when lesser number of objects are encoded 6].Quality Scalability refers to the ability of the coder to selectively enhance the quality of a particular object in the video sequence by spending more bits on that particular object. The quality of the object can be enhanced either by improving its spatial or its temporal resolution.
In order to construct a content scalable bit stream in the object-based video compression technique the following steps are performed. The rst frame of the sequence is coded as an Intraframe, a frame composed solely of Intra objects. Other Intraframes may occur at regular or irregular intervals thereafter. Intra objects are objects coded only with reference to themselves in the current frame; they are not limited to Intra frames. Each frame of the sequence is composed of background and foreground objects. The shape of the background object (the frame with all the foreground objects removed) is rst coded using the choses shape coding technique (block-based or spline based). The background texture information is then encoded as DCT-encoded Intra blocks. Next, for each foreground object in the frame, the shape and the texture are also coded similarly. As each object is put into the bitstream it is preceded by a header of xed length wherein the object number, object type (such as I object), and object length (in bits) are recorded. After all of the objects in the rst frame have been coded a reconstructed frame is made, combining decoded images of the background and each object into one frame. An average pixel value is calculated for each of the three color channels in the reconstructed frame and the three averages are written to the bitstream.
Following the Intraframe, each subsequent frame of video is encoded as an Interframe, until the next, if any, Intraframe. As with Intraframes, the shape information for each object is encoded rst. Next, the block motion vectors are calculated for the object with respect to its reconstructed version in the previous frame. In order to do this, the reconstructed object is put into an empty frame and its non-mask area lled with the average pixel values calculated in the last Intraframe. This isolates the motion compensation to a per object basis. The average pixels smooth out the object/non-object boundary so that the block matching done during motion estimation will perform better on the border blocks than if the object was surrounded with zero-valued (or similarly contrasting) pixels. The estimated motion vectors are then applied to create a motion compensated object. The motion vectors are e ciently encoded and put into the bitstream. Next, the di erences between the motion compensated object and the current object are DCT encoded as IN-TER and INTRA blocks as usual and are put into the bitstream. This step of ensuring that the motion vectors of the currently encoded object only point to its previous instantiation is a key step in achieving a scalable bitstream.
Finally, uncovered background is handled. The uncovered background created by the motion of an object is calculated and coded as a separate object in the bitstream. To calculate the uncovered background the object's original (not the reconstructed) shape mask is di erenced with its previous shape mask to isolate the pixels that are in the current shape and not in the previous shape. This uncovered background shape is then coded coarsely using a block-based representation. The texture values in the uncovered background image are DCT encoded as INTRA blocks (making the uncovered background objects Intra objects). This separate treatment of the uncovered background (along with the per object motion compensation) is what makes the bitstream scalable for video objects. The bitstream can be played as created; an object and its uncovered background can be removed to excise the object from the playback; or an object can be extracted to play on its own or be added to a di erent bitstream. On the decoding side, the scalable OBVC decoder works the same as the non-scalable version except that it decodes an object at a time instead of a frame at a time. When dropping objects the decoder merely reads the object header to nd out how many bits long it is, reads that many bits, and throws them away.
In order to achieve quality scalability, we de ne enhancement objects for those objects whose quality we need to improve. These objects, whose loss would not remove the object from the scene, just lower the quality of its visual appearance or omit audio or other data linked to the object.
In our coding scheme, the accuracy of content scalability depends on how accurately the moving objection detection step segments objects from the background. Precise segmentation is important for content scalability applications such as multimedia video editing. Automatic moving object detection methods are unlikely to produce accurate segmentations, so interactive segmentation is needed to satisfy this requirement for content scalability. The 1995 MPEG-4 tests 6] provided an accurate set of segmentation masks to idealize the moving object detection step. The bitstream for each object in these experiments comprised the object contour, motion vectors, and DCT data, as well as contours and DCT data for the background regions uncovered by the objects as they move. Figure 10 shows an example of an experiment in which this content scalability capability of OBVC was applied to send data for the background and a moving object to the decoder, while data for another moving object was excluded from the bit stream.
V. Conclusions
In this paper we described a hybrid video coding approach that combines the advantages of both the traditional block-based coders and object-based coders. By using an e cient shape representation that is well matched to the application the scheme achieves improved coding e ciency and provides compressed video with reduced artifacts at very low bit rates. The modular nature of the codec architecture enabled us to experiment with both DCT and Wavelet coding techniques in the residual coding stage. The object-based nature of the coding technique and the bit stream architecture enable the coder to support the content scalability by providing methods to selectively encode, decode and manipulate individual objects in the compressed bit stream. In addition, the error protection and concealment strategies developed enable robust transmission of compressed video with acceptable video quality in the face of severe channel degradations. Graceful error concealment is made possible due to the object-oriented structuring of the coded bitstream syntax. This technique was proposed by Texas Instruments as a candidate for the evolving ISO MPEG-4 standard. The proposal performed impressively in the rst round of MPEG-4 tests. When complete the ISO MPEG-4 standard will provide robust video coding algorithms that will enable a host of future video communications applications. 
